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Extra cost can be offset by early harvest and silage quality benefits

Make maize a ‘film’ star
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Growing maize under plastic could be worth a second look,
particularly for those in marginal areas who want to manage risk.
We spoke to an agronomist and three producers to find out more.
text Rachael Porter

I

t’s not for the faint hearted – with an
outlay of £250 per hectare – but growing
maize under plastic is a viable option
for producers in more marginal areas of
the UK. And there are more benefits to
be had that simply an earlier harvest. So
says Limagrain maize product manager
Tim Richmond.
“For growers in very marginal areas,
sometimes plastic film is the only way to
ensure crops can reach maturity before
wet winter weather sets in. So although
film is an extra growing cost, it can mean
the difference between good and poor
dry matter yields and a mature crop
at harvest. So it removes a considerable
element of risk,” he says.
“To ensure that maize crops reach their
full starch and energy potential, it’s
important that they are harvested once
cobs have reached maturity, which is
when the plant has dried down to between
32% and 35% dry matter.
“The maturity of maize can be brought
forward by growing it under plastic film,
which is also sometimes referred to as
cover. This creates a greenhouse effect for
the seedlings and protects them from
frost. Warmer growing conditions mean
rapid growth and early flowering. There’s
more time for starch development in
the cobs and makes an earlier harvest
possible,” he explains.

Tim Richmond:

“There’s more time
for starch development
in the cobs”

The area of maize being grown under
plastic is fairly static and comprises about
10% of the UK’s total maize hectarage. As
well as serving as insurance – or literally
a safety blanket – against bad weather
and a poor harvest, using film can also
save on seed costs. Seed rate is reduced
from 111,150 to 98,900 seeds per hectare:
“And there’s also a saving on fertiliser as
there’s no opportunity to put fertiliser
‘down the spout’ at drilling.”
Using film is about lengthening the
growing period and adding heat units in
marginal areas. Weather is the main
variable when growing maize and it is key
to any successful crop. The soil needs to
be between 8°C and 10°C for maize to
germinate and sowing and growing under
plastic means that growers can plant
maize in marginal areas three or four
weeks earlier – usually in April – than
they could without it.
“It’s a kick start for the maize, which is
vital in colder areas, but can also be useful
in other regions if producers want to
‘shoe horn’ maize into a crop rotation
and harvest it a little earlier, allowing
them to follow it with an autumn-sown
cereal crop,” adds Mr Richmond.

Crop rotation
That’s exactly why David Inman grows
some maize under plastic. He milks 125
cows, and has 200 beef cattle and 500
sheep, at his unit based at Milnthorp near
Kendal. He feeds maize silage in a 50:50
split with grass silage, as part of the dairy
ration, and in 2013 he grew 22 hectares of
maize, as well as 32 hectares of winter/
spring wheat.
He’s been growing maize for 10 years
now and around 20% of it is under plastic.
“Not only does it negate the risk of crop
failure, but it also means that I can get in
and harvest the crop three or four weeks
earlier than the open-sown maize. This is
usually cut in October.”
This allows him to fulfil his crop rotation
policy for regular grass reseeding. He
follows the maize under plastic with
winter wheat and the optimum drilling
time is during the first half of October.
“Any later and it’s too wet and cold for the
crop to get off to a good start. It’s very

David Inman:

“Using film allows me
to maximise production
from my land”
wet here – we see almost 1,500mm of rain
a year,” he says.
After the wheat is harvested in the
following August or September he can
then successful reseed the field with
grass, which can again establish in good
time before the winter and is ready to use
in the spring.
“For me, growing maize under plastic
is very much about maximising the
production from my land. A later maize
harvest, with open sown maize, would
mean it was too late to get good wheat
establishment in the autumn and if he
delays until a spring reseed then there’s a
delay in being able to utilise the field the
following autumn.”
In 2013 he grew the maize variety
Ambition under plastic, and grew three
other early maturing varieties in the
open. Typically he sows under plastic in
mid-April, around three weeks prior to
drilling the conventional maize.
“Growing maize under plastic also means
that there’s more starch and a better
quality product, due to the cobs having
reached maturity earlier, so that’s another
bonus to offset the extra cost of using
film. It’s a superior crop – there’s no
doubt about that. And it’s certainly better
than looking at a field of maize stubble all
winter.”

Risk management
Using plastic is all about risk management,
according to Hugh MacClymont, research
farm manager at SRUC’s Crichton Royal
Farm, in Dumfries.
He’s been growing maize under film for
the past 15 years to feed the unit’s 510cow herd, which includes a 230-strong
commercial herd, and it’s difficult to find
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Hugh MacClymont:

“Growing all our
maize under film
works for us”
a greater advocate of the system for a
producer looking to produce the crop
in marginal areas.
“It started as an insurance policy
really and after the disastrous
harvests of open-sown maize in 2011
and 2012, we now sow all 43 hectares
of our maize under plastic,” he says. It
was a 50:50 split, which then crept up
to 75:25. But after 2011’s open sown
crop delivered ‘a waist height crop
with silly little cobs’, Hugh decided
that it was time to take the plunge.
“Growing maize is not for everybody
and neither is growing it under film,
but it works for us,” he says.
“It takes a lot, if not all, of the risk out
of growing maize and ensures that we
harvest a mature crop with good dry
matter and starch yields.
“Yes, establishment costs are higher.
A special drill is needed, which is
more expensive, and there’s the
actual film that costs £250 per
hectare. But I firmly believe that the
extra cost is worth it,” says Hugh,
who is also the chairman of the Maize
Growers Association.
That said, he doesn’t recommend
plastic systems for very exposed
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windy sites, as the film can get blown off.
He stresses that weed control is vital to
success: “It’s imperative to get this right
from the onset as maize plants hate
competition.
“So the only chance to spray is using a
pre-emergence herbicide at the same
time as the plastic is laid – that’s why a
special drill is needed. Previously, when
maize was conventionally sown in the
open, we would wait for the weed
challenge and then use a post-emergent
herbicide. But you can’t do this with
maize under plastic.”
Maize silage is obviously an important
feed for the unit – hence the additional
investment in the crop. Hugh says that
the cows milk well on it and it doesn’t
require inorganic fertiliser – just farmproduced slurry.
“We plough the land, then add separated
slurry, and leave a few days for it to dry
before cultivating the top soil to establish
a fine seedbed. All the nutrients are then
directly available to the seed when it goes
in.”
Hugh likes to sow maize straight after
taking first-cut silage, which means a late
sowing.
So having the plastic – which creates a
greenhouse effect and speeds up crop
growth – shortens the growing season
and still ensures starch potential is
achieved by harvest.

Guaranteed quality
Anglesey-based producer Wil Williams
grows maize under film to feed to his 130cow herd, which is currently averaging
more than 9,000 litres.
He has grown maize for the past six years
on outlying land: “It’s less hassle to grow
maize there than grass, which will need
several cuts. Maize is just the one.”
Wil also appreciates the benefits that
maize starch brings to the ration in
improving milk production. Maize silage
makes up 60% of the forage component
of the herd’s ration.
Conditions for growing maize on his
Holyhead-based unit are very marginal:
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Wil Williams:

“Using plastic is good
insurance in the event
of a bad growing year”
“Cold is a real issue here. We’re close to
the sea and there’s a high rainfall. I think
the film helps to protect the crop from
the elements.”
So he has always grown it under plastic
and says it’s good insurance in the event
of a bad year.
He tried growing open-sown maize four
years ago: “I won’t be doing that again.
It wasn’t ready for harvesting until
November!”
For the past two years he has grown
Ambition, which he first saw in trials at
Limagrain’s site at Bangor on Dee – also a
marginal site.
He grows it because it is recommended
for use under plastic and has high dry
matter yields of starch and ME.
He estimates that it costs him an extra
£247 per hectare for the plastic and the
drilling cost is also slightly higher than
with ‘conventional’ maize.
“But I think it’s well worth it and I saw
that first hand in 2012. I got a good crop
of maize that year. We harvested it in mid
September and we had good starch and
good dry matter yields,” says Wil.
“Without the plastic, I dread to think
what we’d have been looking at. Certainly
not the quality crop we ended up with.” l
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